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ON THE RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF VISCOSITY SOLUTIONS
FOR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS*
JENS LORENZf AND RICHARD SANDERSt
Abstract. A class of singularly perturbed boundary value problems is considered for viscosity tending
to zero. From compactness arguments it is known that the solutions converge to a limit function characterized
by an entropy inequality. We formulate an approximate entropy inequality (AEI) and use it to obtain the
order of convergence. The AEI is also used to obtain the order of convergence for monotone difference
schemes.
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1. Introduction. In this paper we establish a minimal rate of convergence theorem
for solutions to the singularly perturbed boundary value problem
(1.1)
d2 x-e-x2u, + f(x, u)+ b(x, u)=0,
u(O) ’o, u(O)
as the parameter e > 0 tends to zero. Throughout we impose no special conditions on
f(x, u) or b(x, u) other than that they are smooth and satisfy
0(1.2) --b(x,u)-
Ou
02
OuOx
f(x’ u) >_-/x>O
for all (x, u)e [0, 1]x I where I is an a priori interval determined from the maximum
principle.
It is well known that for positive e, condition (1.2) implies that the boundary
value problem (1.1) has a unique smooth solution; see [8], [9] for results in this direction.
As e tends to zero, solutions to (1.1) need not converge to a continuous function.
Therefore, it is natural to seek a rate of convergence result in an integral sense. Below
we show that there exists a function BV such that for sufficiently small e
(1.3) lu t dx <= C’v/-,
where the constant Cv depends on the boundary data 3’0 and ,1 In general the rate
above is not valid unless condition (1.2) is imposed. That is to say there are examples
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1The interested reader can greatly relax the smoothness assumption we make on the coefficients of
(1.1). We consider these details uninteresting however, and we take f(x, u) and b(x, u) as smooth as the
specified number of derivatives indicate.
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of boundary value problems of theform (1.1) that violate (1.2) (they must satisfy an
estimate like (1.2) with/z =0) and satisfy
’l
u 1 dx >= const. e q
o
for any 1/2>-q > 0. Moreover, given that condition (1.2) is satisfied, the L rate result
(1.3) cannot be improved unless further conditions are imposed. That is, there are
examples that satisfy condition (1.2) and satisfy
1 dx >= const. ,/7.
o
Some examples that demonstrate the sharpness of our rate result are presented at the
end of this section.
The main contribution of this paper is to extend the techniques developed in [6],
[13] to include problems with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The notion of an
"approximate entropy inequality (AEI)," first introduced in the study of single con-
servation laws, is suitably modified to include boundary value problems of the type
studied here. Specifically, what we show is that if a parameterized family of functions,
say {/)h}h>0, satisfies the uniform estimate
var (Vh) <= const.,
together with an h-dependent AEI, then Vh satisfies (1.3) with h taking the place of
e. We have intentionally been vague about the precise definition of the family {Vh)h>0
since it is shown below that besides representing the family of solutions to (1.1) it can
also represent a family of certain numerical approximations. In the application to
numerical approximations Vh denotes an interpolation of grid values generated by a
finite difference scheme, and h denotes a measure of grid refinement.
In 2 the characterizing "entropy inequality" for the limit of solutions to (1.1) is
stated; see [2], [3], [5], [14] for a thorough development of these ideas. The "approxi-
mate entropy inequality" is also defined in this section, and solutions of (1.1) are
shown to satisfy it. The abstract rate of convergence theorem implied by the AEI is
also stated in 2. In 3 the abstract rate of convergence theorem, stated in 2, is
proved. Finally in 4 the rate of convergence theorem is applied to numerical approxi-
mations generated by certain types of finite difference schemes.
We should mention that most of the results of this paper can be routinely extended
to quasilinear Dirichlet problems in many space dimensions. This will be the topic of
future work; see [12], where somewhat parallel techniques are applied to nonlinear
problems with boundary conditions of Neumann type.
We conclude this section by constructing some nontrivial examples of the type
mentioned above. First we show that if (1.2) is violated then an arbitrarily slow L
rate of convergence is possible. To this end, consider the boundary value problem
d2 d
o,
(1.4)
u(0) 0, u(1) 3,> 0,
where we take p > 1. Clearly (1.4) violates (1.2). By [8, Thm. 4] the solutions of (1.4)
tend uniformly to /on any interval [i5, 1 ], 1 > i5 > 0, as e tends to zero. Therefore, we
wish to examine
(1.5) lu TI dx.
o
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With this end in mind we first consider
(1.6)
d 2 d
e dx-- ve +-x y v, )2p o,
v(0)=0, v()=%
which can be integrated exactly, giving
(1.7) v(x)=-(x/e),
where
(w)= (v-s)-"ds.
Since v.(x)+y-v(1) is an upper solution for (1.4), it follows that this function is
-> u(x); thus
y-u(x)>= v(1)-v,(x)>-O,
which implies
(1.8) lug- 1 dx >= (v,(1)-v,(x)) dx.
o
Interchanging the order of integration and using (1.7), we have that the right-hand
side of (1.8) is given by
e P(w) dw.
dO
Finally, a simple calculation will reveal that
e (w) dw
2p-2 -1
which therefore shows that
’lU,-l-->c.(/"-),dx
1/2p--1
+o(),
as e tends to zero.
To establish the fact, given only condition (1.2), our rate result (1.3) is the best
possible, we note that the trivial example
d2
-e dxZ Ue + u --0,
u(0) 0, u(1) 1,
satisfies the x/L rate of convergence exactly. A less trivial example is given by
d2 d
-e dxU +-x((1-x)u)+2u =O
(1.9)
u(0) 0, u(1) 1.
To obtain the sharp / rate for example (1.9) we apply the "shooting method."
(Although this method is less general than the techniques we present in the following
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sections, it takes into account specific properties of f(x, u) and often leads to sharper
results than ours; see [4] for applications of differential inequalities.) From our results
below, we expect that limo u 0. The maximum principle together with integrating
(1.9) gives us that
(1.10) [u-0l dx=- xU(1)-xxU(0)
By applying the shooting method, it is easy to conclude that for all e > 0 sufficiently
small, we have
1 d 3
<u(1)<24-=ax =4-?
and
d
0xu(0) = 1.
Inserting these inequalities into (1.10) we finally get
__v7 o()<_- lug-01 ax=<
4
which establishes our L rate for example (1.9).
2. The approximate entropy inequality. Throughout this paper the following nota-
tion is used:
(i) BV denotes the space of functions u:[0, 1]-->R of bounded variation.
(ii) var (u) is the total variation of u e BV.
(iii) C7 denotes the space of functions b "R --> R which are infinitely ditterentiable
and nonnegative.
The sign-function is defined by
-1 if u <0,
sgn(u)= 0 if u=0,
1 if u>0,
and
u/lul forll>_- ,
sgn(u)-
u/ forlul<
denotes a Lipschitz continuous approximation to sgn (u) for > 0. We furthermore use
Ilulloo= sup {lu(x)l: O<= x<-_ l} forut[0, 1],
Ilulll lu(x)l dx for u e L110, 11.
For simplicity we assume that f(x, u)e C2([0, 1]xR) and b(x, u)e C([0, 1]xN)
although we recognize that weaker conditions are suflScient. The essential assumption
is nevertheless condition (1.2), and it will be assumed throughout.
In the next proposition we state some known results concerning the second order
boundary value problem (1.1); see [2], [9]. These facts are relevant in what follows.
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PROPOSITION 2.1. For all e > 0, (1.1) has a unique smooth solution u. Moreover,
there exists a constant c, not depending on e, such that
Ilull/var(u)<-c.
Finally, there exists a unique (a.e.) function fi BV such that
as e,O.
It is known that the limit t BV is the only (a.e.) BV function satisfying the
following so-called "entropy inequality":
For all kandall bC
sgn(-k) -(f(x, )-f(x, k))+ b(x, a)+ f(x, k) dx
+sgn (- k){f(1, a(-))-f(, )}()
-sgn (o- k){f(0, a(0+))-f(0, k)}4(0) N 0.
We now state what we call the approximate entropy inequality" (or AEI) for a
parameterized family of BV functions {Vh}o<h. Below the family of solutions to
(1.1) are shown to satisfy the AEI, and in 4 ceain numerical approximations are
shown to satisfy the AEI as well.
DEFINITION 2.1. A family of BV functions {Vh}o<.h is said to satisfy the AEI
if there exists nonnegative functions
R, R, ReBV, 0<hNho,
with the propeies that
A. There exists a constant c independent of 0 < h N ho and 0 N N 1 such that
A0. (s) sc(h+),
j.A. (s) sc(h+),
1-
A2. R(s) ds ch;
0
B. For all k e N, all e C and almost every , e (0, 1) we have
sgn (vh-k) -(f(x, Vh)--f(x, k))+ b(x, Vh)+ f(x, k) dx
+ sgn 1- k){f(, Vh( )) --f( 1, k)}( 1
-sgn (o-k){f(, vh())-f(O, k)}(0)
In 3 we prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.1. Lee {Vh} saisfy the AI and assume tha there exists a constan C
independen of 0 < h ho such that v I1 + var (Vh) C1. en, chere exiscs a constant
C independen of 0 < h ho such tha
where lim,o u.
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The result of Theorem 2.1 applies directly to the family of solutions to (1.1).
COROLLARY. Thefamily {u}>o ofsolutions to (1.1) satisfies the AEI; consequently
we have the estimate
Ilu - ll_-<
Proof. Multiply the identity
O= +-x(f(x, u)-f(x, k))+ b(x, u)+ f(x, k)
by sgn (u- k), e C, integrate over O_-<x -< 1, apply integration by pas, use the
estimate
sgn(u-k)u dxO
and let 0 to find with Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem that
sgn (u-k) -(f(x, u)-f(x, k))+ b(x, u)+ f(x, k) dx
+sgn(-k) /(1, )-f(1, k)-eu(1) (1)
f
-sAn (yo- k) f(0, Yo) -f(0, k)
_-<-e sgn (u-k) u dx.
(o)
Integrating the differential equation (1.1) we make it evident that the boundary terms
above can be written as
and
sAn (Yl-k) (f(fl, u(fl))-f(1, k))-e-x(fl)- b(x, u) dx 6(1),
u(a))-f(O, k))-e--x(a)+ b(x, u) dx (0).sAn (To k) ((f(a,
Inserting these identities into the inequality above we easily find that u satisfies the
R(a)=e
Rl(fl) e
AEI with
R(x)=e d
+ Ib(x, u)l dx,
+
Using the result of Proposition 2.1 we finally conclude that R, RI and R above
satisfy properties A0, A1 and A2 of Definition 2.1 with e taking the role of h.
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3. Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let {u}>o denote the family of solutions to (1.1), and
let {Vh}h>O denote a family of functions which have uniformly bounded variation and
which satisfy the AEI. Moreover, let R, (resp. Rh), with j=O, 1,2, represent the
estimating functions of the AEI of Definition 2.1 for {u}>o, (resp. {Vh}h>O). The proof
of Theorem 2.1 is essentially a test function argument with a particular family of test
functions of the form
(x) :6
where C7 is symmetric, (x) dx= 1 and supp () (-1, 1). Now consider the
AEI of Definition 2.1 applied to u(x) with k Vh(y) and the test function replaced
by (x) (x-y) and with a y in R,j =0, 1. Integrate the resulting inequality
from y 0 to y 1. Since Vh also satisfies the AEI, the same procedure can be done
as above with the roles of vn and u reversed. Adding both resulting inequalities
together we obtain
sgn (u(x)-vh(y)) (b(x, u(x))-b(y, Vh(y)))
(3.1)
+ (xf(X, Vh(y)) --yf(y, U(X))) ) b(x y) dx dy
+ sgn ((u(x)-vh(y)){(f(x, Vh(y))--f(y, Vh(y)))
d
+(f(y, u(xll-f(x, u(xt(x-y xy+ r(, h,
-
ro(, h,
<- P(6)+ P’h(6)+ P(6)+ P(6)+ P’(6)+ P(6),
where
(3.2)
(3.3)
T(e, h, 6)= sgn (y- Vh(y)){f(y, u(y))--f(1, Vh(y))}qb(1 --y) dy
+ sgn (y-u(x)){f(x, Vh(X))--f(1, U(X))}(1--X) dx,
o
To(e, h, 6)= sgn (yo-vh(y)){f(y, u(y))-f(O, v(y))}4(y) dy
+ sgn (Yo-u(x)){f(x, vh(x))-f(O, u(x))} (x) dx,
o
and
(3.4) P(6) Rh(X)(x) dx,
(3.5) P(6) Rh(X)(1-- x) dx,
(3.6) P(6)= R2h(y)
-xb(x-y) dxdy,
and a similar expression for P(6). The proof is divided into basically the following
four lemmas.
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LEMMA 3.1. There is a constant c independent of e > O, h > O, and t > 0 such that
we have
r.h.s.<- c +-d+ t
where r.h.s, is the right-hand side of (3.1).
LEMMA 3.2. There is another constant c as above such that we have
ro(,h,_-<c ++ -r(,h,_-<c ++
where To and T are defined in (3.2), (3.3).
LEMMA 3.3. There is a constant c independent ofpositive e, h and 5 such that
d
+(f(, u(x-f(x, u(xl4(x- ax c.
LEMMA 3.4. ere is a constant c independent ofpositive e, h, 1/2 such that
Io’
N2 sgn (u(x)-vh(y)) (b(x, u(x))-b(y, vh(y)))
Given the results above, the final result follows by first noting that, along with
condition (1.2), they imply
o
b(x,u(xl- f(x,u(x b(x,v(x-f(x,v(x ax
++
with independent of positive e, h and N . Sending e to zero, we conclude that
and choosing proves the theorem.
ProofofLemma 3.1. The terms to be estimated are given in (3.4)-(3.6). Note that
and
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where the first inequality above follows from the definition Rh(X) and (x), and the
second follows from the definition of REh(y) and the fact that
-x4.(Y-X) dx<-- 4’ dz <- C/&
Similar estimates hold for the remaining terms on the right-hand side of (3.1).
ProofofLemma 3.2. We only estimate To since -T1 can be treated similarly. Note
that To can be written as
To(e, h, )= {sgn (yo- Vh)--sgn (yo-- U)}
{(f(x, u)-f(x, yo)) + (f(x, yo)-f(x, Vh))I(X) dx
+ sgn (yo--Vh){f(x, Vh)--f(O, Vh)}(X) dx
o
+ sgn (o-u){f(x, u)-f(O, u)}4(x) dx.
o
Clearly, the second two terms above can be bounded above by C& The first term above
is bounded above by
[If(x, u)-f(x, o)1 +sgn (u-o)(f(x, u)-f(x, o))](x) dx
(3.7)
+ [f(x, Vh)--f(x, o)1 +sgn (vh--o)(f(x, vh)-f(x, o))](x) dx.
We estimate the first integral above only since the second integral can be estimated
similarly. Return now to the AEI applied to u, and set k o and suppose there we
replace the test function (x) with a test function approaching
1, X < Xo,H(x-xo)= O, xxo.
Doing so we find that for almost every xo e (0, 1) the AEI implies that
sgn (u(xo)-o){/(xo, u(xo))-f(xo, o)} N R(xo) + R(xo) + cxo(3.a
e(xo.
To find an estimate for the integral in question, we note the obvious implication: If
QN e then I1+ QN2e. Therefore, applying (3.8) (and the analogous estimate for vh)
to (3.7) shows that (3.7) is bounded above by
[e(xl+e(xl]4(xx.
o
Finally, applying the simple estimates of the previous lemma completes the proof of
the present lemma.
The proof of Lemma 3.3 is routine and is left to the reader.
Proof ofLemma 3.4. The proof of this lemma can be given for fixed e > 0, h > 0,
using only condition (1.2) and the uniform estimate
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For convenience we omit the subscripts e and h. Condition (1.2) and a simple
rearrangement gives us that
(b(y, u(y))--yf(y, u(y)))- b(y, v(y))- f(y, v(y))
-<sgn (u(x)-v(y)){(b(x, u(x))-b(y, v(y)))
+ (xf(x v(y)) -yf(y, u(x))) }
+ Llx-yl + L=lu(x)- u(y)l,
where
L1 max {
L2 max { _L b(x, ,)ou
02
-xf x, u) u6/,x [0, 1]},
02 f(x, u)
OxOu
,uI,x[O, 1]}.
Furthermore, it is obvious that for all 0 =< y-< 1 and all 1/2-> 3 > 0
6(x-y) _->1/2.dx
Therefore
_0
<- 2L, Ix yl4,6(x y) dx dy + 2L2 [u(x) u(y)lch6(x y) dx dy
+ 2 sgn (u(x)- v(y))
(b(x, u(x))-b(y, v(y)))+
-xf(X, v(y))-yf(y, u(x)) dp6(x-y) dxdy.
To complete the proof we need only estimate the second term on the right-hand side
above since the other terms have been dealt with already To see that
fot fo’ lU(X) u(y),4)6(x y) dx dy <- C,
extend the smooth function u(x) to the whole real line by u(x)= u(0) for x < 0 and
u (x) u (1) for x > 1. Then for each 0 =< y <- 1 we have
lu(x)- u(y)14,(x- y) dx <-_ lu’(s)14(x- y) dx ds
o dy--6 ,dy--6
lu’(y + s)l ds.
-6
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Integrating this inequality with respect to y and interchanging the order of integration
makes the desired result obvious.
4. Application to difference schemes. In this section we give another application
of the AEI. We show that certain finite ditterence schemes yield approximations that
satisfy the AEI; hence, according to Theorem 2.1, they satisfy the x/L rate of
convergence. We begin with a few preliminaries.
Partition the interval [0, 1] into subintervals/- [xj, Xj/l], 0-<j -< J-1, with Xo 0
and xj 1, and define Axj- (xj/l-x). Define the approximate solution Vh by
J-1
v(x)= Z ux,(x),
j=O
where X is the characteristic function of the interval/j. We shall consider a class of
finite difference schemes of the form
A+F(x, u, U_l)+Ax2B(x,xj+l, u) 0, O<-_j<-J-1,(4.1)
U--1 ’)/0, g/J-= "}/1,
where the forward difference operator A+ is defined by A+a=a+-a and
B(x, xj+, u) is given by
0 1(4.2) B(xl, Xj+I, U)-- b(xl, u)+-xf(X, u)--x(f(xi+l, u)-f(xj, u)).
The numerical flux function F(., .,.) of (4.1) is assumed throughout to satisfy the
following properties:
F1. F(x, u, u)=f(x, u).
F2a. u---> F(x, u, v) is nonincreasing for all x [0, 1], v, u .
F2b. v--> F(x, u, v) is nondecreasing for all x [0, 1], u, v .
F3. F(x, u, v) is Lipschitz continuous in x, u, v.2
We now give three examples of numerical flux functions that satisfy the properties
above.
1) Lax-Friedrichs [7]:
F(x, u, v)=1/2{f(x, u)+f(x, v)-A(u-v)},
where h >-II(o/ou)f(x, u)ll.
2) Godunov [10]:
m__<a_<x f(x, s) if u =< v,
F(x, u, v) | m<=}n<= f(x, s) if v =< u.
3) Engquist-Osher 1 ], 11 ].
Io’F(x, u, v) min f(x, s), 0 ds + max f(x, s), 0 ds +f(x, 0).
The following theorem is a straightforward extension of known results [1], [8].
Assumption F3 need only be valid in the a priori interval determined by the maximum principle.
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THEOREM 4.1. Under properties F1, F2, and F3, and condition (1.2) of 1, the
difference scheme (4.1) has a unique solution for every grid. Moreover, there exists a
constant c independent of the grid such that
II/ Ear (v) _<- c.
By using the results of Theorem 4.1 we next prove the following.
THEOREM 4.2. Under the conditions oftheprevious theorem, thefamily ofapproxima-
tions { Vh } satisfy the AEI consequently by Theorem 2.1 they satisfy the rate ofconvergence
where h max Axj, ti limo u andfor some constant c which does not depend on h.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. For arbitrary k R, b C and 0_-< c,/3 _-< 1, we estimate
the quantity
sgn (vh-k) -(f(x, vh)-f(x, k))4+(b(x, v)+ f(x, k))4 dx
(4.3) +sgn (fi- k){f(, Vh(fl))--f(1, k)}4(1)
-sgn (/o- k){f(, vh(o))-f(O, k)}4(0),
where vh is the piecewise constant interpolation of grid values generated by (4.1).
Using the explicit form of v and integration by parts we find that the integral term
in (4.3) is given by
Jl sgn (uj-k) -(f(x+, j)--f(Xj+l, k))(Xj+l)-t-(f(xj, j)-f(xj,
j=o(4.4)
+ f(x, u)+ b(x, u) 4(x) x
Rearranging terms and then adding and subtracting F(Xj+l, j+l, j) and F(x, u, u_)
into this result we get that (4.4) equals
J
2 sgn (u_-k)[-(F(x, u,.u_)-f(x, k))](x)
j=l
J--1
+ sgn (u-k)[(F(x, u, u_)-f(x, k))](x)
j=0
J-1
+ sgn (u-k)[(F(X+l, U+l, u)-f(x+, u))](x+,)
(4.5) =o
J-1
+ E sgn (.-k)[-(F(x...._.)-f(x.
j=O
+ 2 sgn (u-k) f(x, u)+b(x, u) (x) dx
j=0 ox]
I + II + III + IV+ V.
Before proceeding we give two simple lemmas.
LMMA 4.1. For any three numbers a, b, ken and xe[0, 1] we have
{sgn (b- k)-sgn (a-k)}{F(x, b, a)-f(x, k)} N 0.
Proo The quantity above can be written as
{...}{F(x, b, a)-F(x, b, k)}+{...}{F(x, b, k)-F(x, k, k)},
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where {. .} {sgn (b k) -sgn (a k)} and where we have used property F1 to write
f(x, k)- F(x, k, k). We can now bound this above by
IF(x, b, a)- F(x, b, k)[-sgn (a- k){F(x, b, a)-F(x, b, k)}
+sgn (b- k){F(x, b, k)- F(x, k, k)}+lF(x b, k)- F(x, k, k) I.
Finally, using properties F2a and F2b shows us that this quantity is equal to zero.
LEMMA 4.2. If H(x) C 1, (x) C 1, then
x
/’
H(x)6(x) dx-Ax2H(x2)6(x)
NAx2 g I(s)l ds+llnll (s) ds
xj xj
Proo The left-hand side of the inequality above can be written as
fx*’ [(H(x)- H(x))6(x) + H(x2)(6(x)- 6(x))] dx
which is bounded above by
x H I(x)l x+ IIHII () x.
xj xj
The final estimate is now obvious.
Continuing the proof of the theorem, it is clear with the result of Lemma 4.1 that
the sums of terms I and II of (4.5) is bounded above by
I + II <_- -sgn (Uj_ k){F(1, ")’1,/,/J-l) -f(1, k)}(1)
+sgn (Uo-k){F(O, Uo, 3’o)-f(O, k)}(O).
Moreover, the sum of III and IV can be rewritten as
J-1
2 sgn (uj-k){F(X+l, /’/j+l, u2)-f(xj+,, llj)}((Xj+l)--(Xj))
j=O
J-1
+ E sgn (uj-k){(F(X+l, U+l, u)-F(xj, u, Ui_l))
j=O
--(f(Xj+l, ul)-f(xj, uj))}(x2),
and using Lemma 4.2 we see that term V of (4.5) can be bounded above by
Y. sgn (uj-k) f(x2, u2)+b(x2, u2) Axj
j=O
+ h H(x, v) + IIg(x, v)ll I4,<x)l+ (x) dx,
where H(x, u)=(O/Ox)f(x, u)+ b(x, u) and h =max Ax2. Combining these estimates
and using the difference scheme (4.1) we conclude that
sgn (Vh--k) --(f(x, Vh)--f(x, k))x+(b(x, Vh)+ f(x, k)) dx
o
(4.6)
=<-sgn (u_,-k){F(1,)’1, u_,)-f(1, k)}(1)
+sgn (Uo-k){F(O, Uo, ),o)-f(O, k)}th(O)
+ ’. LlU2+l- u2l Ixl dx + h const. (11 +lCxl) dx
j=O xj
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where L is the Lipschitz constant, given by
L=sop{’F(x’u’v)-F(x’v’v)’lu-vl u, vI,x[O, 1]
Next we include the boundary terms of the AEI into the inequality above. Using
the fact that Lemma 4.1 implies that
-sgn (uj-1- k){F(1, Yl, uj-1)-f(1, k)} <- -sgn (Yl- k){F(1, Yl, uj-1)-f(1, k)}
and
sgn (Uo-k){F(0, Uo, To)=-f(0, k)}-<sgn (To-k){F(0, Uo, To)-f(0, k)},
we find that for a, fl (0, 1)
sgn (vh-k) -(f(x, Vh)--f(x, k))+ b(x, Vh)+ f(x, k) dx
(4.7)
+sgn (l- k){f(, vh())-f(1, k)}(1)
-sgn (o-k){f(, Vh())--f(O, k)}4(0)
is bounded above by
sgn (-k){f(, Vh())--F(1, , uj_)}(1)
-sgn (o-k){f(, vh())--F(O, uo, o)}(0)(4.8)
1 {SO }+ L lU;+l- ul 16xl dx + h const. (161 + 161) dxj=0 x
We estimate the first boundary term above only since the second can be estimated in
a similar way. Sum (4.1) from j =jl to J 1 where jl is chosen so that x; fl < x;+l.
Doing so, we substitute the result into the first term of (4.8) and find that
sgn (yl-k)(f(fl, Vh(fl))--F(1, y,, Uj_l)}
lux,- us,_,l+ f(x, u) I -xs,l+ E In(xs, xs+,, u)lax
=Jl
lu,-,s,_,l + const. (h+ 1-).
Now define
and note that
J-’ lUj+l- 1H(x)= E
;=o Ax; X,
x
J-1
Hh(X) dx= Y lu+,-ul<=var(vh).
j=0
Inserting this and the estimate above into (4.8) we have that (4.7) is bounded above by
const. (hHh()+ 1 -)8 + h)(1)+(hHh(a)+ oz + h)(0)+ h (Hh(X)+ 1)11 dx
Note that above we have used the fact that
I@(x)l ax <-_ I@.(x)l ax + (o).
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Reading off the terms Rh(a), Rh(fl) and Rh(X) from above one easily establishes that
they satisfy properties A0, A1 and A2 of Definition 2.1. Therefore the families of
approximate solutions generated by finite difference schemes of the form (4.1) satisfy
the AEI of Definition 2.1. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
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